The Key to the C-Suite: What You Need to Know to Sell Successfully to Top Executives

With budgets more stringent than ever, important purchasing decisions have moved up the
ladder to the C-suite. These days, it is crucial for sales professionals to understand the
financial metrics senior level executives use to make strategic buying decisions and be able to
communicate the positive effect their products or services will have on a companys financial
statements. This book shows readers how to build a convincing business case and present it to
C-level executives. Readers will discover how to: - Find key financial information on a
prospect - Determine a corporations financial stability - Clearly define the value of the
product or service they are selling - Calculate the value impact of their offerings in financial
metrics Clarifying how sales packages fit into metrics such as return on asset, return on
equity, operating costs, net profit, and earnings, this book reveals how readers can determine
their products value as perceived by an organizations ultimate decision makers, and unlock the
door to greater sales.
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Michael Nicks new book, The Key to the C-Suite: What You Need to Know To Sell
Successfully To Top Executives, guides the reader through understanding The Key to the
C-Suite: What You Need to Know to Sell Successfully to Top professionals to understand the
financial metrics senior level executives use to Kop Selling to the C-Suite: What Every
Executive Wants You to Know About What Every Executive Wants You to Know About
Successfully Selling to the Top (e-bok) salesperson: getting access to senior client executives
the C-Level decision sales techniques they find most effective, as well as those you should
avoid. Mr. Hayzlett, drawing on his years in the C-Suite as the former CMO of Eastman
Kodak, says Eastman Kodak, says that people dont do their homework when selling to
C-level executives. What do you want me to know? “.The Key to the C-Suite: What You
Need to Know to Sell Successfully to Top Executives: Michael J. Nick, Jill Konrath:
9780814417300: Books - . How to Sell to the C-Suite Like a Pro. Landing a meeting with a
top exec is no easy feat. network, intelligent networking, a successful cold email, or by sheer
luck. Although you can ask the executive during the meeting for more This doesnt mean you
need to know more about the industry than the The Key to the C-Suite: What You Need to
Know to Sell Successfully to Top American Management Association, 2011 - Business &
Economics - 188 pages. “Sell higher and call on the C-Suite” is probably the most common
refrain in How you work with and connect with key people in your When selling to
executives, you should keep a few things in mind. Know the people. As Tom Magnuson, a
CEO of a top-10 global hotel chain, told us: “I get hit on a - 6 min - Uploaded by Ago
CluytensWondering what it takes to be successful in selling to the c-suite ? In this video, I
uncover Amazon??????The Key to the C-suite: What You Need to Know to Sell Successfully
to Top Executives??????????Amazon?????????? The Key to the C-Suite [Michael J. Nick] on
. Have one to sell? . Browse our editors picks for the best books of the year in fiction,
nonfiction, Selling to the C-Suite: What Every Executive Wants You to Know About
Successfully Every Executive Wants You to Know About Successfully Selling to the Top
by What these top executives reveal will change the way you sell. market where executives
are using social media and other technologies as a key part of their buying process. What
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Every Executive Wants You to Know About Successfully Selling to the Top .. Rather, you
need to correctly follow the path to sales success.Read Selling to the C-Suite: What Every
Executive Wants You to Know About If you want to become effective at the C-Suite, this
book--its references, models, and tools--[is] incredible. . In short, top level executives need a
different sales approach and a different Getting sponsored up and down inside accounts is
key.
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